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Z e r o Pa v é
The Zero Pavé is Speedplay’s minimalist, race-tuned design built specifically to handle the harsh and unpredictable conditions of
the legendary European cobbled classics. Based on Speedplay’s popular Zero pedal technology, Pavé pedals shave non-essential
material to ensure entry and release in wet and dirty environments. Developed exclusively for Speedplay’s professional cycling
teams, Zero Pavé pedals have been thoroughly tested and proven over the years with numerous victories in the world’s toughest
races including Paris-Roubaix, Tour of Flanders, Gent-Wevelgem and Strade Bianche.

®

Minimalist, skeletal pedal design for optimal functionality in extreme conditions.
All non-essential body material has been shaved away for maximum clearance
One needle bearing and two cartridge bearings per pedal
Heat-treated stainless steel body construction for maximum strength and durability
Built-in grease-injection port for easy maintenance
Zero Pavé System includes Zero Edition Pavé Cleats
All the features and benefits of Speedplay Zeros
Hand assembled at Speedplay in San Diego, California

Available in Stainless Steel and Titanium spindles
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Brass Knuckles
As the name implies, Brass Knuckles are seriously tough pedals designed to give every possible competitive advantage. Brass Knuckles
were developed to satisfy riders who demand the best in performance and are looking for an upgrade in quality and durability over
run-of-the-mill, “Bust-and-Chuck” flat pedals. Aside from their appearance, what truly separates Brass Knuckles from other pedals is their
unique combination of strength, precision and a super-thin body profile. The oversized 12mm-diameter
spindles maximize durability and strength. Each pedal runs on three precision bearings - two outboard
cartridge bearings and an inboard needle bearing. These robust internal components are housed in
a CNC-milled aluminum alloy body whose cage profile is only 13.5mm thick for improved power
transfer. And Brass Knuckles feature unique and proprietary, replaceable star-pattern studs for
optimal traction. Like all Speedplay pedals, Brass Knuckles can be easily serviced with a
convenient built-in grease-injector port.

®

Monster 12mm forged alloy-steel or US titanium spindle for strength
Super-thin body profile improves power transfer and foot stability
One needle bearing and two cartridge bearings per pedal, no cheap bushings
Double sealed for improved bearing protection
Proprietary, replaceable star-pattern studs for maximum sole traction
CNC machined pedal with laser etched logos
Built-in grease-injection port for easy maintenance
Pedal Colors: Black, Red, Gold and Polished

Available in Chrome-Moly and Titanium spindles

